Ocean Fliers Are Made Arm of U. S. Navy
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Baby Buggies Raise Rents

A bill in Parliament demands an Investigation and Charges According to a recent London newspaper article, the London government, in addition to the usual amount of rent for a small flat, has been paying for the use of a baby buggy, according to the government official, "in order to clear the room of the danger of smallpox." It is understood that the baby buggy will be paid for by the government, and that the baby will be placed in a separate room.

The Governor had vetoed the bill.

HARRISBURG, Pa., May 5—Governor Curtin yesterday signed into law a bill providing for the construction of a public works project. The bill provides for the construction of a dam on the Susquehanna River, which will be called the "Governor Curtin Dam." The dam will be built in two stages, with the first stage completed in 1920 and the second stage completed in 1925.

The dam will be 400 feet high and 1,200 feet long, with a storage capacity of 1.2 million acre-feet. The project will provide water for irrigation, flood control, and power generation.

JAPANESE JUTE RUGS REDUCED

One of the reasons for Ampico Supremacy

THE Ampico Reproducing Roll is the only one in the world made only by the act of playing the piano—the only record roll that is made solely through a great pianist expressing his art on a grand piano, and leaving an imperishable record for the enjoyment of future generations of music lovers.

It is not the carefully edited, mathematically correct, machine cut approximation of a piano composition but, through the marvelous Ampico Recording Instrument the artist leaves an exact impression of his individuality of interpretation. It enables the transcendent—it prints the soul.

You are cordially invited to inspect three wonderful Record Rolls and to hear the Ampico Reproduce the playing of great artists.

The AMPICO

In the celebrated Knabe, Bechstein Bros., and Franklin Pianos

Knabe Warerooms

Fifth Avenue at Thirty-ninth St.

May Reduction Sale of Women's Suits

There are 63 Tailored Suits at

$27.50

In many instances the reductions are extreme, equaling values of extraordinary character.

100 Women's Tailored Suits, $10.50
87 Women's Tailored Suits, $12.50
87 Women's Tailored Suits, $10.50
43 Women's Tailored Suits, $7.50
48 Women's Tailored Suits, $6.50
45 Women's Tailored Suits, $5.50

A few light-colored suits, partly of black and gray striped suits with a limited number of novelty checks. Models representing every type of the new, trim, and wanted effects.

Following our usual policy, these radical price reductions are made in both sizes and materials. Both when you get a woman's service out of the fact that you want.

No C. O. D.'s. No Mail Orders. No Exchanges.

Advance Sale—Jehosh, Suits, $35.00

All Wool, Khaki, or Superior quality, in tan, khaki and overtnose khaki.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.先锋 prices in blue, brown and other.